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Introduction

• Due to the unique propagation characteristics at 60 GHz, different modulation formats should be employed to implement efficient devices for different applications

• UM5 (short distance, LOS, light multi-path operation) requires a system implementation that assures small form factor, low complexity and low power consumption for portable devices

• We present an MSK-based PHY proposal for UM5

• UM1 and others will require modulations and system architectures suitable for NLOS, multi-path operation; these applications will be less sensitive to cost / power

• We are open to merge with / support other proposals to effectively address all usage models in a complete solution

• Our transceiver chipset is flexible and supports virtually all modulations
Mandatory 60-GHz Usage Model 5: Wireless Kiosk

- Rate ~ 1-3 Gb/s burst data; Range ~ 1m
- Directional antennas assure light multi-path condition in LOS over short distances
- Low complexity and low power and +Gb/s data rate can promote early market deployment
- A power outlet operated receiver (kiosk, media player) can incorporate an equalizer for improved multi-path reception if required

Ref: IEEE Doc 15-06-0369-09-003c
MSK Modulation Overview

MSK can be described as phase-continuous 2-level FM with deviation = R/4 where R = data rate.

The frequency is allowed to change polarity on quadrant boundaries only.

MSK data encoding:

1 bit: freq = +R/4
0 bit: freq = -R/4

Frequency changes at phase= 0, pi/2, pi, and 3pi/2 radians only
MSK Generation

MSK can be generated by modulating the signs of half-sine pulses separated by 90 degrees on I and Q axes.

A sine pulse sign is encoded with a data bit corresponding to the first half of the pulse in time duration.

To encode + Frequency (1) data bit value:
- on Q pulse: Q pulse sign = I pulse sign over bit interval
- on I pulse: I pulse sign = opposite of Q pulse sign over bit interval

To encode - Frequency (0) data bit value:
- on Q pulse: Q pulse sign = opposite of I pulse sign
- on I pulse: I pulse sign = Q pulse sign

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Data} & : 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \\
\text{Freq} & : + \ - \ + \ + \ - \ + \ + \ + \ - \ + \ - \ + \ + \ - \ + \ - \ + \ + \ -
\end{align*}
\]
Performance in AWGN Channel, Non-coherent Detection

MSK FM Discriminator AWGN BER Sensitivity

15 SNR is needed for low error rate (1e-5) operation. Addition of a RS(239,255) code improves sensitivity to ~11dB SNR for length 1912 bit packets
**Es/No Performance in AWGN Channel: Comparison**

- Coherent optimum detection of MSK has the same performance as BPSK and QPSK

- This is the type of detection could be employed in a stationary media player

- Performance loss due to sub-optimal detection of MSK is not critical for short-range applications and it can be compensated with antenna gain

---

### MSK Spectral Efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Spectral efficiency in ((bits/sec)/Hz) for different Bandwidth definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zero-to-null (BB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSK</td>
<td>1.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For null-to-null BW, MSK is about 33% more efficient than BPSK
- MSK side lobes decrease much faster than BPSK and even QPSK
- For this reason, on 90% energy BW and -30dB BW, MSK is >100% more efficient than BPSK, and even better than QPSK

MSK Spectral Efficiency - II

- BPSK (not shown) has a much wider main lobe and has its first null at $R$
- MSK has most of its energy in the main lobe and its side-lobes drop faster than the ones from other modulations
- Second MSK side-lobe is 10dB smaller than the one for QPSK

Figure 5-35  PSD for complex envelope of MSK, GMSK, QPSK, and OQPSK, where $R$ is the bit rate (positive frequencies shown).

Both Filtered MSK and Filtered QPSK have comparable performance.

Both have a negligible performance penalty with a filter BW equal to the bit rate (e.g. 2GHz RF BW for 2Gbps) and 2dB degradation for BW equal to half the bit rate (e.g. 1GHz BW for 2Gbps or 2GHz BW for 4Gbps)

MSK Spectral Efficiency - IV

- Unfiltered MSK is always more efficient than BPSK and OOK regardless of BW definitions
- When considering the main lobe’s energy, MSK efficiency is comparable to QPSK
- For a given filter BW and data rate, MSK will always show smaller side-lobes than OOK, BPSK and QPSK
- Filtered MSK and filtered QPSK show comparable performance degradation for a given filter BW and data rate
- Our proposal focuses on exploiting the spectral efficiency advantages of MSK to achieve 2Gb/s using 2GHz of BW with simple RF filtering
Simulation Results for a 2Gb/s 60GHz Band-limited MSK System

Data Rate  | 3dB IF BW | 1st Sidelobe | 99.5% BW |
---        |           |             |          |
1Gb/s      | infinity  | -23dB        | 1.6 GHz  |
1Gb/s      | 1GHz      | -30dB        | 1.1 GHz  |
2Gb/s      | infinity  | -23dB        | 3.3 GHz  |
2Gb/s      | 2GHz      | -30dB        | 2.2 GHz  |
The physical layer characteristics correspond to the measured performance of our chipset

- Data range can be further extended with higher gain antennas currently under development
Tolerance to Multi-path in an LOS Environment

- Average irreducible BER as a function of rms delay spread normalized by bit period
- No significant difference between BPSK, MSK and QPSK
- MPSK performs better than BPSK
- Sensitivity of MSK to multi-path does not increase with filtering [6]
- For envisioned SD point-and-shoot applications with directive antennas multi-path won’t be a limitation

Implementation Complexity - I

Receiver Architecture

Transmitter Architecture
Implementation Complexity - II

- **Receiver**
  - FM demodulator occupies only 0.02mm²
  - No AGC is required, which simplifies the preamble
  - RX chain can be operated at compression relaxing linearity requirements

- **Transmitter**
  - Modulator is embedded in the IF up-mixer, occupies only 0.06mm², and presents no additional power overhead
  - The same circuit is employed to receive I&Q inputs with other modulations (e.g. QPSK), so there is no duplicated investment to support MSK
  - Entire TX chain can be operated at compression

- From our perspective, the area and complexity required to implement MSK is insignificant in comparison to the complexity of the entire transceiver
- MSK modulation and FM detection are performed on-chip
- Current achieved 3.5m distance is limited by lab space
- Measured TX spectrum shows sidelobes at -30dB
Properties of MSK for 60GHz LOS Operation: Summary

- Well understood signaling scheme, discussed in open literature for more than 20 years
- Better spectral efficiency than OOK and BPSK, and comparable to QPSK
- Performance of filtered MSK is comparable to filtered QPSK
- Obviates the need for receiver AGC and ADC
- Lower TX complexity and possibility of using more efficient non-linear PA
- Very compact (<0.1mm$^2$) silicon modulator/demodulator implementation
- 2Gb/s raw data transmission is achieved with 2GHz bandwidth using simple analog band pass filtering
- Experimentally demonstrated 3.5m range for uncompressed video at 60GHz using a silicon transceiver chipset
- Overall best choice for UM5
Back up slides
The sensitivity of MSK modulation to multi-path propagation does not increase significantly with filtering. Results from [5] (left) and [6] (right).

Fig. 14. The irreducible BER performance for GMSK with coherent detection for a channel with a delay profile as shown in Fig. 3. Results for the unfiltered MSK are also shown for comparison. The parameter $BT_s$ is the 3-dB bandwidth of the premodulation Gaussian filter normalized by bit rate. The parameter $d$ is the rms delay spread normalized by symbol period.

Fig. 11. Error probability for a two-delay power profile with the receiver filtering as a function of sampling time: MSK with no filtering: dashed, GMSK with $BT = 1.25 \cdot 2\pi$: dotted, GMSK with $BT = 0.625 \cdot 2\pi$: solid.
Table 5–7  SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF DIGITAL SIGNALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Signal</th>
<th>Null-to-Null Bandwidth</th>
<th>30-dB Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOK and BPSK</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK, OQPSK, and π/4 QPSK</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSK</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 QAM</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 QAM</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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